We present evidences of time correlated photon pairs generated by the four-wave mixing process in a silicon racetrack cavity. A coincidence measurement and an emission spectrum are presented and discussed.
Introduction
Photon pair sources are an important building block for optics based Quantum Information Processing such as Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) and Linear Optics Quantum Computing (LOQC) [1] . Beyond the demand for reliable and cheap photon pair sources for QKD, LOQC also requires interferometers that are mechanically stable and loss-free for which integrated photonics is particularly attractive [2] . In this context, photon pair generation (PPG) has been demonstrated via the third order nonlinear interaction in a silicon straight waveguide first in a pulsed regime [3] and recently with a continuous wave pump [4] . Here we study photon pair generation in a racetrack cavity with a continuous pump. The field enhancement inside the cavity gives rise to a narrow emission spectrum and a high spectral brightness. This source could be particularly interesting for integrated LOQC applications, as it allows one to localize the pair generation in the cavity, and to put downstream the linear optics elements (couplers, interferometers, . . .) that realise the LOQC.
Experiment
The experimental setup is presented in figure 2 . The experiment consist of a coincidences measurement to distinguish true coincidences from accidental ones. The pump laser is used in a continuous regime. The Coupling in/out the SOI-structure is ensured by grating couplers (in free-space at the input to avoid nonlinear scattering noise from a fiber). The ring has a racetrack shape whose dimensions are 12 × 15µm 2 and the waveguide section is 500 × 200nm 2 . Away from the ring, the straight waveguide is broadend up to 3µm to decrease PPG efficiency outside the cavity and reduce linear losses down to 1dB/cm. The Output Filtration Line is a notch filter which suppresses 150dB on the pump band. Stokes and anti-Stokes photons are separated by a demultiplexer : photons at wavelength [1542] [1543] [1544] [1545] [1546] [1547] [1548] [1549] [1550] [1551] [1552] [1553] [1554] [1555] [1556] [1557] [1558] nm are sent to d1 and photons at wavelength [1523] [1524] [1525] [1526] [1527] [1528] [1529] [1530] [1531] [1532] [1533] [1534] [1535] [1536] [1537] [1538] nm are sent to d2. d1 and d2 are commercial Avalanche Photodiodes (APD) from ID-quantique (ID-200 model); d2 is trigged with a 5ns delay with respect to d1. They are operated in Geiger mode with gate duration of 50ns. The delay between detection in d1 and d2 is measured thanks to a Time-to-Amplitude Converter (TAC). The characteristic result of the experiment is a figure of coincidences versus delay between Stokes and anti-Stokes detection. The peak corresponds to true coincidences (purple), while the backround in other time-bins (brown) is the noise coming from destroyed photon pairs and dark counts of APDs. The emission spectrum can be observed thanks to a tunable filter (in grey) and one of the APD. experiment has been performed for various pump power and the pumping wavelength has been adjusted at each power to maximize the generated flux. The measurement has also been performed with the pump frequency off resonance for a comparison of PPG in the cavity with PPG in the straight waveguide. The emission spectra has been measured to prove that the observed pairs are generated on the resonances of the cavity.
Results
Evolution of the flux versus the input pump power is presented in figure 3(a) . Off resonance, the PPG rate grows quadratically with pump power as expected. On resonance, the PPG rate is up to 10 times higher, but does not seem to follow any clear law. We attribute this to carrier effects and thermal consequence. Indeed, the high pump power inside the cavity results in two-photon-absorption which generates lots of free-carriers. These carriers absorb the generated photons decreasing the flux and furthermore destroy photon pairs which contribute to additional noise. Carriers also change the refractive index (a blue shift of the resonances is expected) and increase the temperature which decreases the refractive index (a red shift is expected). The dominant effect in a continuous regime is expected to be the thermal one [5] . As losses in the cavity also increase with pump power, the resonance becomes less deep and it's difficult to find an optimal pumping wavelength to maximize the generated flux. This explanation is confirmed by the Signal-To-Noise ratio presented in figure 3(b) .
The emission spectra is presented in figure 3 (c). On resonance, the total PPG rate is 6MHz for an input pump power of 2.2mW (0.4mW at the cavity input), whereas theory predicts a photon pair generation rate of 21MHz. Photon pairs are generated on resonances of the cavity and the linewidth of the emission is of the order of 150 pm. This corresponds to a photon pair flux of 46MHz/nm for pump power of 0.4mW which is 30 times lower than best value reported in other structures (1.3MHz/pm in Periodically Poled Lithium Niobate waveguide for a pump power of 0.4mW, as deduced from [6] ).
We have also shown (figure not provided) that for a given flux, the residual pump power at the output of the structure can be up to 10dB lower than for the straight waveguide. This means that the photon pair source can be well localized on the chip, which is important for any application to LOQC. a207_1.pdf IME1.pdf (a) Evolution of the true coincidences rate versus the input pump power. The red curve is a quadratic fit for generation in the broad waveguide and the blue curve is quadratic fit on the 3 first experimental points ((0,0) included) corresponding to generation inside the ring cavity. Parameter of the quadratic fit is 10 times higher for the ring cavity than for the straight waveguide. Bad quality of the fit is explained in the text.
(b) We define the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) as the number of events in the coincidence peak divided by number of events in a single noisy time-bin (see figure 2) . SNR is ploted versus the reconstructed generated flux (taking into account losses and detection inefficiency). The SNR increase with pump power for pairs generated in the straight waveguide because flux and noise increase at the same rate while the dark counts are fixed. The SNR decreases for pairs generated inside the cavity. We think this is due to free-carrier absorption.
(c) Emission spectra of PPG measured for an input pump power of 2.2mW. Dark counts are subtracted from the measured flux, and we take into account losses and inefficiency of detectors to evaluate the generated flux. The width of the peaks are limited by the linewidth of the tunable filter (continuous curves). The linewidth of the Stokes resonance has been investigated (inset) thanks to very narrow tunable filter (FWHM = 20pm) which show the emission linewidth to be around 150pm correspond to resonant pumping (λ ≈ 1539.9nm). PPG inside the cavity at very low pump power has not been investigated, as it require long term stability of the ring resonator that cannot be ensured without a temperature control of the chip.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated PPG in a silicon micro-ring cavity using a continuous pump beam. Our preliminary results look promising, even though both the SNR and the total flux are lower than the best sources reported so far. Indeed we have demonstrated that the PPG rate is strongly enhanced by the cavity despite the importance of carrier and thermal effects. These could be overcome by a modulation of the continuous wave pump at GHz rates (corresponding to the ns time scale of carrier dynamics). Another important improvement concerns the outcoupling losses which are high in our experiment, but could be decreased from 7dB to 1dB by using inverted nanotapers in place of grating couplers. These two improvements would allow the study of PPG in a silicon cavity over a much wider range of pump powers (smaller and larger). Finally entanglement of generated photon pairs should be demonstrated by, for instance, the Franson experiment.
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